The scheduling of programs on parallel hardware is investigated in order to minimize the response time of the resulting system. In particular the scheduling problem considered in this paper includes-next to the search for an optimal mapping of the tasks and their sequence of execution-also the search for an optimal configuration of the parallel hardware. 
Introduction
The scheduling of parallel application programs on configurable multiprocessors is investigated in order to minimize the response time of the resulting system. The response time consists of the total time used for the parallel execution of the tasks of a given application program including the overhead induced by communication between processors. While the execution time of the tasks is basically determined by the performance of the processors, the communication overhead depends on the topology and bandwidth of the communication network of the parallel hardware, the mapping of the tasks to the processors and their sequence of execution on each of the processors. Modern parallel computers like e.g. transputer systems allow to configure their communication network according to the needs of a given application. An execution schedule therefore consists of three components: a configuration of the communication network between the processors, a mapping of tasks of the application program onto the processors and a sequence for the execution of the tasks on each processor. All three components of this optimization problem are highly dependent from each other and should thus not be optimized separately.
The scheduling problem is a well-known NP-complete optimization problem (ULLMAN, 1975) . Since the problem is intractable even for small problem instances, several heuristic approaches have been proposed, e.g. the combination of a branch and bound method with list scheduling by KASAHARA and NARITA (1984) or the usage of neural networks by HELLSTROM and KANAL (1992) . Genetic algorithms have also yet been investigated for the scheduling problem (BEATY et al., 1990 ). An approach for the sequencing problem alone is investigated by WHIT-LEY et al. (1991) for the traveling salesperson problem and a crossing-over originally developed for this problem type, the Edge Recombination Crossing-over is used. An approach for the mapping problem alone was presented by KIDWELL (1993) . Here communication times in a bus-based multiprocessor are considered explicitly for the final collection of the computing results, but not for further communication dependencies between tasks. A combined approach for mapping and sequencing was presented by HOU et al. (1994) . In this approach, the genotypes are not bitstrings, but a data structure of tasks with pointers, which can directly be interpreted as a problem solution. Communication times were not considered. Similar to the approach by WHITLEY et al. this approach works only with problem dependent operators for crossing-over and mutation, which map feasible solutions onto feasible solutions.
The approach presented in this paper builds up on earlier work by SCHWEHM and WALTER (1994) and DUSSA-ZIEGER (1996) . The paper proceeds with a formal statement of the scheduling problem in Section 2, a concise description of an exact reference method in Section 3 and a description of genetic algorithms and their scheduling-specific genetic operators in Section 4. Finally the experimental setup is layed out in Section 5 and experimental results are discussed in Section 6.
Problem Statement
Parts of a program have to be distributed onto several processors and the sequence of their execution has to be determined such that the response time of the program is minimized under consideration of the additionally needed communication time. First the program is subdivided into parallelizable tasks, which consist of the phases 'receiving', 'processing' and 'sending' of data. The task graph is a finite, directed, acyclic and weighted graph, which describes the structure of the program. The nodes of the graph represent the tasks while the weights of the nodes describe the computing time needed for executing the tasks. The communication between the tasks is described by the edges of the task graph. The weights of the edges represent the amount of data that has to be transmitted along this edge. The communication of the program with some outer world is described by external channels, which are edges that have only one node in the task graph as starting or ending point, while the other end of the edge is connected to an external node. External nodes represent other computers or other interfaces and are called ports. See Figure 1 for a simple task graph. The counterpart of the task graph in hardware is the processor graph, a finite, undirected and weighted graph. The nodes of this graph represent the processors of a multiprocessor, while the edges represent the interconnections between the processors or between processors and external ports. The weights of the graph correspond to the computing power of the processors or the bandwidth of the interconnections respectively.
Port1
Processor graphs can be defined for arbitrary computer archit ectures. We consider a transputer based multiprocessor as goal architecture. The processor graph thus has the following properties: Each node of the processor graph represents a transputer with its independent instruction stream (MIMD). All nodes have the same processing power, i.e. the computing time of a task is directly proportional to its weight. Each node has four symmetric, bidirectional interconnection interfaces, called links with equal bandwidth, by which it can be connected to other nodes or external ports. The computing time for the management of the communication via these links can be neglected and the transmission time is proportional to the amount of communicated data. to communicate with a port also has to be mapped onto a processor that is connected with this port. Furthermore tasks that communicate with each other have to be mapped onto the same or neighboring processors. The determination of a sequence for the processing of the tasks can be done independently from the configuration and mapping. A sequence for T tasks is defined by a permutation S = (S 1 ; : : :; S T ) of the numbers 1; : : :; T . The i-th position of this vector determines, that task S i should be processed in the i-th step. A sequence is compatible with a given task graph, if all predecessors of a task S i are processed before the i-th step. A compatible sequence for all tasks implicitly defines a sequence for all subsets of the tasks, in particular for all those tasks that are mapped onto the same processor. The scheduling problem is to distribute a given program onto configurable processors such that the response time is minimized. The response time is dependent of the three components:
Configuration: Determination of communication interconnects K Mapping: Association of tasks with processors M Sequencing: Determination of a sequence of tasks for processing S All three components of the optimization problem have an influence on the response time, and are heavily dependent from each other. With respect to the given application, processor graphs with P = 4 up to 16 processors and task graphs with T = 10 up to 120 tasks are to be considered.
Exact Reference Method
The exact method implemented for the above optimization problem employs a 'branch and bound with underestimates' (BBU) strategy, a method which is based on the A -algorithm known from artificial intelligence (NILSSON, 1971) . The BBU strategy uses a state space reduction technique to support an efficient search. This method proceeds by successively assigning tasks whose predecessors have already been calculated to the available processors. If needed (and if free links are left) a new interconnection between the processors is introduced. So sequencing, mapping, and configuration is done simultaneously. The different alternatives for sequencing, mapping, and configuration define a search tree. The paths from the root node to the leaf nodes represent all possible solutions of the problem. In order to reduce the search space, the search is directed by an evaluation function. The evaluation of a node, i.e. the response time of a partial solution, can be determined by the time needed to compute the so far assigned tasks and an underestimate for the remaining tasks yet to be scheduled. Starting from the root of the tree in each step the node with the smallest evaluation value is expanded. The optimal solution has been found when the node with the smallest evaluation value is a leaf node, thus representing a complete solution. A detailed description of the BBU-Algorithm is given by MITSCHELE-THIEL (1994).
Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms operate as follows: First a population of individuals is created randomly. Each individual is a single solution to the given optimization problem. The individuals are represented by bitstrings (also called genotypes). Then for each individual ( , see Figure 2 ) a mating partner is chosen (Mating Selection) to exchange information and to create offspring (Crossing-over, Mutation).
To evaluate the quality of the offspring, the genotypes must be decoded and interpreted as solution of the problem (Interpretation). The solutions can be further optimized by classical optimization methods (e.g. Local Hillclimbing). The solutions are evaluated by a given objective function (Evaluation) and the rank of It should be noted that most of the operators described above are problem independent and can be provided by standard software packages. Mating selection and survival selection of individuals is controlled by the evaluation of the individuals and need no further information about the optimization problem or the solutions represented by the genotypes. The reproduction operators-mutation and crossing-over-are sometimes regarded to be problem dependent operators, since they heavily interact with given solutions and should recombine and modify properties of the parents to create new and possibly better adapted offspring. The classical genetic algorithm, however, regards the reproduction operators as problem independent 'blind' operators, that operate without knowledge about the underlying optimization problem directly on the genotype. As a consequence, the interpretation operator must be able to convert any bitstring into a feasible solution. Interpretation and evaluation are problem dependent operators and have to be adapted to a given problem.
The approach to the scheduling problem presented in this paper differs from preceding approaches by the following considerations: All three components of the problem-next to the mapping and sequencing also the configuration of the multiprocessor-are optimized simultaneously and the communication times are evaluated exactly. In contrast to the approaches mentioned in Section 1 the focus lies here in finding a good interpretation operator, that can interpret any bitstring as a feasible solution of the problem. This way, standard genetic operators for mutation and crossing-over can be used.
Interpretation Operator
The genotype is subdivided into three segments (see Figure 3) , corresponding to the components for the configuration, the mapping and the sequencing. This vector does not in general fulfill the constraints for a feasible mapping vector, since not all communication requests from the task graph might be realizable. To achieve a feasible mapping, for every task a list of processors is determined on which the task can be executed without violating any communication constraints in the given multiprocessor configuration. The mapping segment is only used to determine the actual processor within the processor list of each task. In the i-th step of the mapping strategy the processor list of the i-th task is built based on the previous i ? 1 mappings and M i is set equal to the m i + 1-th element from the particular processor list. If m i + 1 is larger than the number of processors in the list, then m i is mapped by a modulo operation onto the processor list.
Sequencing
The sequencing segment is interpreted as integer vector (s 1 ; : : :; s T ). Each s i needs dlog 2 Te bits, such that 0 s i < 2 dlog 2 Te holds. This vector is in general not a permutation of the set of task numbers f1; : : :; Tg, let alone a sequence which is compatible with the given task graph. Thus a simple scheduling method is adopted, which maintains a list of tasks that are ready to be processed, i.e. all tasks whose predecessors are yet processed. The sequencing segment is only used to determine the sequence of tasks inside this ready-list.
In the i-th step of the scheduling method S i is set equal to the s i + 1-th element from the ready-list, the corresponding task is removed from the ready list and its successors are tested whether they can be appended to the ready-list. If s i + 1 is larger than the number of tasks in the ready-list, then s i is interpreted modulo the length of the ready-list. By this method any vector (s 1 ; : : :; s T ) is interpreted as a permutation (S 1 ; : : :; S T ) which is compatible with the given task graph. 
Genotype Length

Evaluation Operator
Earlier approaches to the scheduling problem either neglect the communication costs or approximate them by a weighted sum of computing time and communication cost. (e.g. PRICE (1990) ). This procedure is inexact since the possibility to communicate and compute simultaneously is not considered. In this approach we take this possibility into account and determine the exact response time. The evaluation of a solution is the response time of the program after mapping and sequencing of the task graph onto the configured processor graph due to the given information in the genotype. The response time counts from the start of the first receive from a port until to the end of the last send to a port.
Experimental Setup
Problem Instances
Throughout the experiments three input parameter have been varied, namely the processor graph size, the task graph size and the task graph structure.
Processor graph size:
The number of processors varies between 4 and 16. All links but one are configurable and one communication link is set between processor 0 and port 0.
Task graph size:
The number of tasks varies between 4 and 127.
Task graph structure: In order to study the influence of the precedence relations between tasks, four different task graph structures have been defined: forkjoin, tree, mesh and converg (see Figure 4 , (CHEN & YUR, 1990) ). As the task graph size grows, the forkjoin structure first increases the number of its parallel tasks, then for k>11 several instances of the forkjoin structure are concatenated. 
Genetic Algorithm Configuration
A software package that implements a genetic algorithm consists typically of the executable program including the problem independent operators. The problem dependent operators as well as a number of configuration parameters have to be provided by the user. The configuration parameters include crossing-over rate, mutation rate, population size, maximum number of generations, mating selection strategy and survival selection strategy. Before the "real" experiments were conducted these parameters had to be adapted to the optimization problem. Numerous values for the crossing-over rate, mutation rate, population size and maximum number of generations have been tested by DODEL (1996) .
The following genetic algorithm configuration turned out to be suitable and robust for the given optimization problem: Multi-point crossing-over with crossingover rate = 0.05 and bit-mutation with mutation rate = 0.01 is used for each reproduction step. Please note that the crossing-over rate for multi-point crossing-over denotes the probability that any position of the genotype is a crossing-over point and the mutation rate denotes the probability that any position of the genotype is mutated. The population size increases with the processor graph size. It varies from population size of 225 for a processor graph with four processors up to a population size of 1024 for a processor graph with sixteen processors. The population is considered to be arranged on a rectangular grid. Elitist survival selection and local tournament mating selection is combined as selection strategy. The genetic algorithm stops when there is no change in the quality of the best solution in ten consecutive generations. This genetic algorithm configuration is used in all following experiments.
Performance Measures
The following two performance measures have been defined to enable a comparison between the genetic algorithm and the BBU-Algorithm.
Optimization time:
This measure denotes the time used by an algorithm to compute a solution. The command time() was used for the measurements.
Quality of the solution:
This measure specifies the execution time of the application program according to the computed schedule.
Please note that both performance measures are execution times: the 'optimization time' is the time needed by the genetic algorithm to find a solution while the 'quality of the solution' is the execution time of the application program according to this solution. All presented results are the averaged values over ten instances of an experiment. The evaluation is based on the averaged values. The genetic algorithm was implemented in GNU C++. The experiments conducted in section 7.1 were executed on a SUN SPARCstation 5, while the experiments presented in section 7.2 and 7.3 were executed on a SUN SPARCstation ULTRA 1C.
Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the genetic algorithm, three sets of experiments have been conducted. In the first set of experiments, the genetic algorithm is compared to the BBU-Algorithm. This allows to determine the quality of the solution calculated by the genetic algorithm. In the second and third set, large problem instances were computed in order to gain insight in the optimization time behavior of the algorithm. While in the second set the size of the processor graph remains fixed for varying task graph sizes, the third set of experiments also varies the processor graph size.
BBU-Algorithm versus Genetic Algorithm
For the four task graph structures introduced in Figure 4 with task graph sizes of less than ten tasks and a processor graph of four processors, the BBU-Algorithm and the genetic algorithm calculated the sequencing and mapping of the task graph, as well as the configuration of the processor graph. For these experiments the computation time of a task was determined using an exponentially distributed random variable with a mean of 1 ms; the message size between two tasks was exponentially distributed with a mean of 100 bytes. For all experiments the genetic algorithm converged against the optimal solution calculated by the BBU-Algorithm. Hence, for these experiments there is no difference in quality of solution between the exact and the genetic algorithm. Figure 5 shows the optimization time of the BBU-Algorithm and of the genetic algorithm for a forkjoin task graph with increasing number of tasks. For tasks graphs with less than seven tasks the exact algorithm performs better than the genetic algorithm in terms of optimization time. However, for larger task graphs the optimization time of the exact algorithm grows exponentially, thus not permitting to calculate forkjoin task graphs with more than 8 tasks within a reasonable amount of time, i.e. within days. The genetic algorithm on the other side shows only a slight increase in optimization time indicating that larger task graphs also can be computed within minutes. While it takes more than 24 hours to calculate the solution for forkjoin8 with the BBU-Algorithm, the genetic algorithm only needs a little less than eight seconds.
Influence of the Task Graph Structure
The optimization time of the genetic algorithm for different task graph structures and large task graph sizes is shown in Figure 6 . The task graphs used in these experiments are mesh4 to mesh121, converg5 to converg127, tree5 to tree127 and forkjoin4 to forkjoin121. The computation time of a task was fixed to 1 ms and the message size between two tasks to 100 bytes for these experiments. For small task graph sizes the optimization time of the genetic algorithm for the different graph structures cannot be distinguished. However, for large task graph sizes the forkjoin structure causes the largest optimization time. e.g. the optimization time to compute forkjoin121 is approximately five times larger than the optimization time of tree127, converg127 and mesh121. This may be caused by the different branching factor in the respective graph structures. While in the tree, converg and mesh structure the branching factor for every task is constantly two, it is equal to nine in the forkjoin structure. As far as the optimization time itself is concerned, it takes less than five minutes to determine a good schedule for a task graph (mesh, tree, converg) with about 120 tasks. For our purposes this is an acceptable time. Although it takes about 25 minutes to calculate forkjoin121 this is still a reasonable time for the joint optimization. Since the optimal solution is not known for these experiments, no statement can be made about the quality of the solutions determined by the genetic algorithm.
Influence of the Processor Graph Size
While the previous experiments have been conducted with a processor graph of four processors, the number of processors is varied in the following experiments. The mesh and tree task graph described in the previous section have been used here. They were chosen since for large task graph sizes, they exhibit enough parallelism to take advantage of a large number of processors. Figures 7 and 8 it should be expected that the optimization time also increases by a factor of four. This behaviour can only be observed for small task graph sizes with up to 64 tasks. For larger task graph sizes, the optimization time increases faster than expected. This observation can be explained by the fact that small task graph sizes cannot exploit the parallelism provided by a large number of processors and thus converge rapidly to one of several equivalent solutions while for large task graph sizes the whole search space has to be searched. The quality of solution, i.e. the projected execution time of the mesh and tree task graph for varying number of processors is illustrated in Figures 9 and 10 . For small task graph sizes with a small degree of parallelism, no changes in the quality of solution can be observed. For larger task graphs with a higher degree of parallelism the projected execution time decreases with an increasing number of processors. This observation confirms the above interpretation that the parallelism provided by a large number of processors can only be exploited by correspondingly large task graph sizes.
Conclusions
The comparison of the genetic algorithm with the exact reference method shows that small problem instances with up to 15 tasks can be handled by both methods. For these problem instances the genetic algorithm always finds the exact solution. For larger problem instances the exact reference method fails due to optimization time complexity, while the genetic algorithm can still handle problems with up to 120 tasks. For large program graph sizes and a fixed processor graph size of four processors, the optimization time of the genetic algorithm is less than 20 minutes. Even for large program graph and large processor graph sizes the optimization time of the genetic algorithm is at most 71 minutes, which is an acceptable amount of time given the complexity of the optimization problem. The corresponding solutions calculated by the genetic algorithm are plausible. Based on the positive experience gained with the genetic algorithm, we plan to experiment with larger and irregular task graphs, as well as with larger parallel and configurable hardware. Work is in progress to incorporate routing, as well as different processor types.
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